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Leading the green energy transition with datA-driven digital solutions
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Best-in-class solutions to manage, monitor and control renewable assets.




User-focused asset management solutions that enable the optimization of preventive and corrective actions.






















ASSET MANAGERS, 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE




Well-planned and executed operations












Solutions overview















GPM Horizon















GPM Plus



































ASSET OWNERS




Long-term investment and performance maximization
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GPM Horizon















GPM SCADA















GPM PPC



































ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION




High-performing commercial projects
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GPM PPC















GPM Hybrid PPC















GPM SCADA
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How do you choose the ideal Horizon modules to optimize energy production?




Subscribe exclusively to the modules aligned with your asset management objectives. GPM Horizon seamlessly integrates with second-level SCADA and DAS systems.







Request more information
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We are experts in managing utility-scale renewable energy power plants.
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Our customers
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We solve energy management problems. 
You get results.




Accelerating efficiency in solar, wind, storage facilities around the globe.









Already a customer and need support?
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Sign up to our newsletter!
Stay informed with exclusive updates, events, industry insights, and more.








Sign up
















Latest global news, events, and resources
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GreenPowerMonitor will attend Intersolar Middle East and World Future Energy Summit
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GreenPowerMonitor will attend Intersolar Middle East and World Future Energy Summit, both will be held from April 16 to 18 in Dubai and Abu Dhabi respectively. Do… 
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GreenPowerMonitor will attend Energyear España 2024
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GreenPowerMonitor will attend Energyear España 2024, to be held on 9-10 April in Madrid, Spain. Energyear España will be a unique platform for sharing knowledge, exchanging ideas, and… 
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Boost Asset Reliability: Humanizing machine learning in predictive diagnostics
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As we witness a shift towards sustainability in the energy sector, renewable energy assets are becoming increasingly vital in the global energy landscape. However, this… 
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GreenPowerMonitor will attend the Solarplaza Summit Asset Management North America 2024
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GreenPowerMonitor will attend the Solarplaza Summit Asset Management North America 2024, to be held on 9-10 April in San Diego, CA Our Renewable Energy team will be there to… 
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Stay up to date
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Get news, events, industry insights and more.
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